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Bamidbar 5776- It’s Going To Be A Banner Day  
 

 In this week’s parsha the Bnai Yisrael are given instructions on the exact formation 

in which they should encamp. The Mishkan was to be the center of the formation, with the 

Leviyim surrounding it, and 3 Tribes camped on each of the four points of the compass. In 

addition, there were degalim-banners. Each 3-Tribe set was given a degel- which was split 

into three parts. Each part was colored the same color as the corresponding Tribe’s precious 

stone on the Kohain Gadol’s breastplate (I wonder if this could be the source for the curious 

custom of many countries to have flags with a triband design), and enblazoned with a logo 

apropos to the tribe. The practical purpose of these degalim were to be able to identify 

through their colors and/or symbols where any given Tribe was located. 
 Perhaps with a quick foray into the world of remez we can now understand a Mishna 

Berura (Siman 51, note 1) that the prayer known as “Baruch She’amar” has exactly 87 

words in it. The significance of that number, he says, is that it is hinted to by the numerical 

value of the Hebrew word “paz” from the phrase “Rosho kesem paz” -(lit.) “His head is 

fine gold”.  (Shir Hashirim, 5:11). Namely, the head (beginning) of one’s prayer which is 

Baruch She’amar [which is the first paragraph of the first stage of morning Tefillah known 

as Pesukai DeZimrah] has to have paz-87- words. [Note, paz spelled pay-zayin also stands 

for Pesukai Zimrah .] 
 Degalim also has the numerical value of 87, and maybe there is another message 

inherent in the 87-word total of Baruch She’amar. What is Pesukai Dezimra all about? 

Why can’t a Yid get straight to the meat & potatoes of prayer namely Shema & Amidah, by 

beginning his Tefillah from Barchu?  Well the holy Sefarim tell us that the true success to 

one’s Tefillah hinges on one’s Pesukai Zimrah. Zimrah does not only mean song but also 

can be translated as cutting (see Rashi to Shmos 15:2). You see, our Amidah & Shema want 

to desperately rise up to heaven. Unfortunately, there are destructive angels that block those 

prayers from ascending. The way to get rid of those dastardly angels is to cut them down, 

carving out through the spheres an unhindered path to Hashem. It is the Pesukai deZimrah- 

Verses of Cutting- that mow down those angels. 
 If we want to estimate how high our prayers will reach on any given morning, we 

must take a look at our Pesukai DeZimrah which begins with Baruch She’amar. If it was 

well said with élan and focus, then there is a fighting chance that our Amidah will make its 

way up to Hashem. In other words, our Baruch She’amars (87 words) are degalim (87) 

with which one can identify our level of dedication to and success of our Tefillah. And just 

as with any formation the banner is held high at the front, similarly, at the forefront of our 

Tefillos we have our degalim-Baruch She’amar - leading the way identifying us as true, 

loyal and proud Ovdai Hashem. 
 U.S. flag etiquette advises that when a flag is so worn it is no longer fit to serve as 

a symbol of the country. Let us make sure our degalim prayers never end up that way from 

becoming rote with feelings of indifference and old-hat. Rather our colors should be 

vibrant, vivid on a fabric of sharp edges, snapping jauntily in the winds of life. 
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